Franklin Phonetic Primary
School Sunnyslope

Mrs. McPherson
602-870-6674, ext 503

Third
Grade
Class
https://www.franklinphoneticschoolsunnyslope.com/home
Week 12: Week of. November 1-5, 2021

A Peek at Our Week
Health:
“Super Brain”
History/Science/Social Studies:
“A Road Map: South Dakota”

Upcoming Events
November 23 Early Release
12:30 pm
NO SCHOOL November 24, 25, 26
Thanksgiving Break

Language: Similes, Metaphors, Verbs
Reading: Bats Packet; The Crayon Factory
Math: Word Stories, Time, Subtracting by
2, number lines, estimation, fractions,
calendars
Writing: Bats Packet; The Crayon Factory

Homework
Monday:

Spelling Words and Phonograms:
estate, remember, either, effort, due, dew,
include, allow, position, ledge, er, ei, th, or, d, ed,
ar, ow, ey, dge
Math & Reading: attached papers

Tuesday:

Spelling Words and Phonograms:
claim, primary, result, appoint, information,
whom, who, arrest, ai, ar, oi, wh, v, e, s, f, o, m
Math & Reading: attached papers

Homework:
Please make sure that your
students are doing their
homework neatly; if we cannot
read what was written, your
student will have to rewrite the
paper during recess time.

Wednesday:

Spelling Words and Phonograms: themselves,
self, calves, calf, halves, half, special, present,
present, action, act, j, p, a, c, n, u, h, I, y, l
Math & Reading: attached papers

Thursday:

Spelling words and phonograms missed on
practice tests and definitions for 10 spelling
words
Math: attached paper

Students of the Week
Aaliyah Montiel
Talita Alcantara
Layla Alcantara
Caelyn Burkett
Pedro Cantero
Bibiana Soto
Nikita Laramie

Class
News
Please make sure your
student is writing their
NUMBERS correctly; If we
can’t tell what a number is,
it is marked wrong.
Numbers also need to be
the same size so one is not
larger than the other.

You can reach me at:
marguerite.mcpherson@fppsphoenix.net

I am now taking one point
off work done that is
missing spaces between
words, capital letters in the
wrong places, letters not
made correctly, and missing
periods. (One point for each
missing space, word spelled
wrong, etc.)

Parents, Thank you for
attending our ParentTeacher Conferences
either in-person or on the
phone. I appreciate your
time to discuss your
students’ progress!

